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Thank you, chairman for your kind introduction.  
 
 
Let me first congratulate the COCOBU tabling the powerful controls instrument 
of the National Management Declaration. And that in a setting that can give roll 
out of the Declaration teeth, further visibility, and above all, traction. The fact 
that this is done in a joint session with representatives of member states’ national 
parliaments speaks for the COCOBU’s recognition of the instrument as a 
double-barreled weapon of choice. Because the Declaration is aimed at serving 
the accountability constructs of both the EU, as well as that of member states. It 
is as such a most effective partnering opportunity. 
 
 
Life has been made pretty easy for me: The excellent introductory paper by your 
Chairman Herbert Bosch charts the main attributes of the Declaration 
succinctly. His paper should be read against the background of COCOBU’s 
other trailblazing  initiatives and papers over the last couple of years. It positions 
EU Parliament as the lead - leading up front rather than from behind - EU 
Institution, courageously tabling traditional non-discussables. Think of tolerable 
error, risk appetites, the internal governance construct of the Commission, the 
need for the Commission itself (with its Treaty dictated collective accountability 
organizing principle) to give overall assurances. That is just to name a few. It is 
checks and balances at work the EU founding fathers would be most proud of. 
 
Hence I have tried to reciprocate COCOBU’s excellent kick start by 
complementing it with a background paper written from the safe distance of a 
Washington resident/EU citizen observer. Yet by someone who has tried for 
many years to get the instrument generally accepted. And now gratefully 
witnesses its slow-motion acceptance. It seems to have become an almost 
irreversible process. With a few member states piloting the instrument, their 
findings and examples will make it hard “to push the toothpaste back in the 
tube”. Thus the question no longer seems whether but when we will have EU 
wide implementation. 
 
I will limit myself to a fast-track overview of some core issues: 
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